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Australian Women’s Masters Council  
Selection Policy 

September 2016 

 
1. Introduction 

1.1 Application 

The Selection policy, process and procedures outlined in this document apply to all field 

hockey players competing at the Australian Women’s Masters Championships. 

1.2 Responsibility 

The HA Women’s Masters Council (HAWMC) is responsible for the implementation of 

the Selection policy. 

1.3 Selection Objective 

The primary selection objective is to select the ‘best’ available players for 

predetermined events. 

1.4 Age groups will be Over 35s, Over 40s, Over 45s, Over 50s, Over 55s, Over 60s, Over 

65s. 

1.5 Players will be selected on the basis of merit of performance. 

 

2. Selection Panel Appointments 

2.1 Expressions of Interest (EOI) for selectors will be called for by the HAWMC at least 4 

months prior to the Championships. 

2.2    An EOI Form (see HAWMC Appendix 1) must be completed and sent to the nominated 

HAWMC position indicated on the Nomination Form by the closing date. 

2.3  HAWMC will appoint a sufficient number of selectors dependent on teams being 

selected. 

2.4  Successful appointees will be notified in writing and asked to sign the Selector’s Position 

Description (see HAWMC Appendix 2).   

2.5  Unsuccessful appointees will be notified in writing and informed that they may be re-

considered pending withdrawal of an appointed selector. 

2.6   A Convenor of Selectors will be appointed from the EOIs received by HAWMC. 

2.7  Selectors will be required to notify the HAWMC of their travel requirements. 

2.8  Travel and accommodation costs will be covered by the HAWMC by funds generated 

from a specific levy and player nomination fees. 

2.9  The individual performance of selectors will be evaluated within 3 months of the 

Championships. Feedback to Selectors will be provided by HAWMC. 

 
3. Player Eligibility 

To be eligible for selection in an Australian Masters team, the following conditions must apply: 

3.1    The player must be a currently registered and financial member of a State Association 

3.2    The player must compete in the preceding Australian Women’s Masters Championships. 

Exemption may only be given to a player who is unable to attend the Championships 

because they are participating in a Hockey Australia endorsed event.  There will be no 

guarantee of selection.
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3.3    The player must hold an Australian passport or provide proof of 12 months residency 

within Australia. 

3.4     The player must meet the specific tournament eligibility, for example age criteria. 

 

4. Selection Nominations  

4.1 Players will be required to complete and submit a Nomination form via the online 

system prior to the closing date. 

4.2  Supplementary nominations are open to players who are late additions to teams and 

are not included on Attachment E which has been submitted to HA by the due date. 

Information for Supplementary nominations will be forwarded by HAWMC to State 

Delegates at least 2 weeks prior to the commencement of the Championships.  

4.3  Late nominations will not be accepted except under extraordinary circumstances and at 

the discretion of HAWMC.  

 
5. Selection criteria 
 

5.1 Selectors are not limited to, but should consider, the following performance factors in 
assessing players: 
  - mobility/agility 
  - speed 
  - positioning 
  - ball control 
  - work rate (including work off the ball) 
  - communication 
  - performance under pressure 
  - versatility  

5.2 A player’s performance from previous international events may be taken into account. 
 

6. Selection Process 
 
6.1   The Selection Panel will meet with the Convenor of Selectors prior to the 

commencement of the Championships (generally immediately after the Team 
Manager’s meeting).  Each selector will be provided with a folder of collated forms, 
program and other essential details including a complete list of player nominations.  
The meeting agenda will include discussion on Selection Criteria to ensure consensus 
and consistency in the way the selection panel is to operate.  

6.2  HAWMC will be responsible for providing clear direction to the Selection Panel 
regarding teams to be selected, number of players to be selected in each age group, 
event details and instructions when events overlap. This information will be included in 
the Selection folder.  (See HAWMC Appendix 3 2016 HAWMC Selection Protocols). 

6.3  The Selection Panel will meet with or contact all coaches from the preceding event to 
gain feedback on player performance.   

6.4   The Selection Panel may request information be sought by the Convenor of Selectors 
about individual nominees, particularly if players miss games due to injury and/or injury 
may be affecting their performance or limit their normal role in the team; also if both 
Goalkeepers in a team nominate, seek feedback from the coach as to how they 
compare. 
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6.5 Selectors may require Goalkeeper trials to be conducted.  (See HAWMC Appendix 4 
Goalkeeper Trial Process). 

6.6  State coaches may approach the Convenor of Selectors who will communicate with 
Selectors regarding any concerns coaches have about a player nominated who may be 
being disadvantaged in some way, for example having to play as striker when 
nominating as a defender team. 

6.7  Selectors will meet on a regular basis to discuss player performance and progress of the 
selection process.   

6.8   The Selection Panel will name a team of the required number of players (ie 16 to 18) 
and at least 5 shadow players (ie Goalkeeper, Defender, Midfield, Striker) 

6.9  The Convenor of Selectors will provide a collated list of the final composition of the 
names of players and shadow players to the National Program Coordinator, as set out 
on the Team Announcement Sheet   (HA Form Appendix 4) 
All members of the Selection Panel must sign the Team Announcement Sheet for those 
teams in which they were involved in the selection.  

6.10  Following consultation with the respective Coaches and Assistant Coaches for each 
team, the Convenor of Selectors will recommend the appointment of Captains/Co 
Captains/Leadership Group. This will be recorded on the Team Announcement Sheet. 

6.11  Selectors will be requested to provide a short summary of points noted on each player 
selected, which the Convenor of Selectors will provide to the appropriate Australian 
Team Coach (marked as ‘private and confidential’).   
They will also be required to rank the shadow players to indicate order of priority in 
which these players should be invited into the team. This information is to be 
forwarded to the relevant Coach within one month of the Championships. 
The Convenor of Selectors will also retain a copy of this summary.  

6.12  A copy of the signed Team Announcement Sheet is provided to each member of the 
Selection Panel.  
The original document is filed by the National Program Coordinator and a copy sent to 
HA office and HAWMC Website Coordinator for media release. 

6.13  Selectors should be aware that they are HA appointed and that their attire whilst a 
selector should not show identity with any specific state.  

 
7.   Announcement of Australian Teams 

 
7.1  Teams will be announced in the first instance, publicly at the conclusion of the 

Championships by the Convenor of Selectors. 
7.2  Players and shadow players will be contacted by the National Program Co-ordinator in 

writing to confirm selection and provide information on expectations.  
7.3  Teams will be published on the HA Women’s Masters website within 14 days of the 

Championships. 
 

8.   Replacement of Selected Players 
 
If a selected player is unable to continue as a member of the team or is removed (for non 
payment of levies or non compliance to reasonable requests from the Team Manager and/or 
Coach) the process for replacement is as follows: 
8.1   The National Program Co-ordinator will notify the Convenor of Selectors who will liaise 

with the Coach and Assistant Coach of the affected team to determine the most 
appropriate replacement player to be invited into the team from the shadow player list, 
based on the rankings provided by selectors. 
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Where the Convenor of Selectors and Coach/Assistant Coach are unable to reach 
agreement, the Convenor will consult with the Selection team from the age group to 
reach a resolution. 

8.2  Once a decision has been reached, the Convenor of Selectors will inform the National 
Program Co-ordinator who will inform the player of inclusion in the team and publish 
the decision. 

 
Review process 
Feedback will be sought from Selectors and Coaches after each Tournament.  


